100% Business Rates Retention & Managing Risk in
your MTFP
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Outline for the briefing today - Session 1
•

100% Business Rates Retention

–
–
–
–

Latest government publications
What we do and don’t know
Main financial implications and potential risks arising
Responding to the latest consultation
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Outline for the briefing today - Session 2
• Risk in your MTFP 2018/19 to 2020/21
–
–
–
–
–
–

•

Impact of completing NNDR3 2016/17
Potential divergence from Core Spending Power projections
Budget 2017 issues
Implications from a reset of the business rates baseline
Possible additional future public sector cuts
Changing balance of funding

Main financial implications and potential risks arising
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100% Business Rates Retention
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Recent announcements
•

Local Government Finance Bill – the statutory high level framework for 100% BRR
http://services.parliament.uk/bills/2016-17/localgovernmentfinance.html

•

Policy factsheets – greater detail on how the high level framework could take effect
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/local-governmentfinance-bill-policyfactsheets

•

Government response to July 2016 BRR consultation – provides direction of travel
and/or clarity on a significant number of issues
https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/self-sufficient-local-government-100business-rates-retention

•

Further consultation – a further phase of consultation on direction of travel and the
framework required https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/100-business-ratesretention-further-consultation-on-the-design-of-the-reformed-system

•

LGA steering groups – the evolving technical agenda and issues arising
http://www.local.gov.uk/business-rates
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Future timetable and ‘draft critical path’ pre
announcement of General Election
Feb – June 2017

• Consult on scheme design and fair funding
• Fair funding technical papers
• Design 18/19 pilot process

July – Nov 2017

•
•
•
•

Engagement on loss payments, resets, reliefs and central list
Further Fair funding technical papers
Technical paper on Infrastructure supplement
Finalise pilots

Dec 17 – Mar 18

•
•
•
•

Fair Funding Review single model options
Engagement on proposals for pooling and local growth zones
Loss payments, infrastructure supplement and multiplier flexibility
Expected decision on package of responsibilities to be devolved

Apr 18 – Sept 18

• Further detail on resets, central list, pooling and local growth zones
• Engagement on Fair Funding Review and System Design outcomes
and impacts on individual local authorities
• Statutory consultation required as local authorities decide to form pools

Oct 18 – Feb 19

• Continued further work on detailed arrangements on pooling, local
growth zones as well as, tier splits and safety net
• Autumn Budget 2018
• Provisional and Final Settlement
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Implications arising from General Election
Most likely
• Current primary legislation falls and is restarted under the next Government
• 100% BRR in 2020/21
• New implementation timetable required
based on timetable for primary legislation
• Pilot process: delayed guidance / process
but potentially run for extra year
• More time to learn from pilots and ensure
better secondary legislation
• Pooling could last an additional year

Possibility
• Next Government does not see 100% BRR
as a priority
• But – what happens to existing (2017/18)
and planned pilots (Surrey)?
• Would business rates increases move from
RPI to CPI (due 2020) similarly be shelved?
• Revaluation of business rates planned for
April 2022 – will this remain or is this brought
forward or postponed?

And
• Top Up / Tariff adjustments of £152m in
2019/20 outstanding for action
• SR2019 for 2020/21 to 2022/23
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Pro’s and Con’s of 2020/21
Pro’s
• Framework more considered, less
rushed
• Gains on 13/14 baseline for an extra
year
• Learning from Pilots can be utilised
• Pilots/Pools could last an extra year
• 19/20 in MTFP more certain
• Delay to centralisation of appeals
(method dependent)
• If worried by results of Needs review
• If business rates very bad in 17/18
and 18/19 could be beneficial to
future baseline

Con’s
• If currently at safety net or below
business rates baseline
• Delay to centralisation of appeals
(method dependent)
• If relying on results of Needs review
• If business rates very good in 17/18 and
18/19 could be harmful to future
baseline
• Prolonged uncertainty
• Revaluation timing conundrum
• If becoming s151 officer in 20/21!!
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NAO - Planning for 100% local retention of business
rates
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

The link between business rates and economic growth is not direct. The challenge for CLG is
to design the 100% system to maximise potential to deliver economic growth rather than just
tax base growth
CLG has not made any formal assessment of whether the 50% scheme has promoted
economic growth
The Department’s work to date has a clear focus on the goal of promoting financial
self-sufficiency across the sector, but there has been less attention on how the scheme will
deliver economic growth
Funding local services through the local retention of business rates requires fundamental
design issues to be addressed, which will result in a complex system.
The Department does not know precisely how much funding individual local authorities have
retained from the 50% scheme.
The Department has made good progress with a complex task, but significant short-term
delivery risks and long-term outcome risks remain.
The Department needs to ensure that the design is not compromised by the pressure to
deliver to a tight timetable. The Department must also assure itself that, in meeting the
scheme’s objective of promoting self-sufficiency, the sector’s financial sustainability is not put
at risk
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Summary of what we know
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Government aims to introduce 100% BRR by 2019/20 now uncertain /
unlikely
System will not have a levy on growth; Top Ups and Tariffs will remain and
there will be a Safety Net
Government preference for partial resets of business rates and
redetermination of need every five years
Appeals following revaluation will be paid for centrally, using a top-slice of
business rates income
Business Rate Pools will continue but be determined by the Secretary of
State and will not require local authority approval
RSG, RSDG, Public Health Grant and the GLA Transport grant will all be
funded through 100% BRR. The remaining grants and/or new
responsibilities that will devolved will be determined by Spring 2018
Attendance Allowance will not be devolved under 100% BRR.
All authorities will be invited to participate as a business rates pilot for
2018/19
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Summary of what is still to be decided
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

When to re-introduce primary legislation and a new timetable for
implementation – watch our for Queen’s Speech
Tier splits in two tier areas – but government has indicated its general
preference
How NDR Baselines will be determined at the Reset
The workings behind the £12.5bn figure of business rates that
government believe is available to be rolled in or how it will be updated
The level of Safety Net support – but could be more generous (even in
cash terms) than current system
The new nationalised system of appeals – what it will look like and how
the transition to a nationalised system of appeals will take place
The technical details e.g.
–
–
–
–

How a partial reset could work
Progressing future resets of Need
Which further grants or responsibilities could be devolved
How much growth could be retained
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Outcome of initial consultation - responsibilities
•

Funding for RSG, RSDG, Public Health Grant and GLA Transport Grant will
be provided through business rates retained

•

Funding for Attendance Allowance will not be devolved

•

A decision on the range of other grants and responsibilities to be funded
from retained business rates is expected in the spring of 2018 (for a
potential implementation in April 2019)

•

Government remains open to the possibility that some grants devolved
through devolution deals could be funded from retained business rates in
future

•

New burdens doctrine will continue post-2020
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Outcome of initial consultation – resets and risk
•

Fixed reset periods will be applied

•

When resets are applied, if they were partial, it could help to establish a ‘reasonable’
balance between rewarding growth and redistributing for changing need

•

Redistribution of resources will continue through a system of tariffs and top-ups in
the new system

•

Government has not committed to Revaluation being revenue neutral for individual
authorities (although nationalising appeals should help with this)

•

Not yet a consensus on the future of tier splits

•

Future appeals - government will direct financial support to where losses are
experienced through a system of ‘loss payments’

•

No decision has been taken on how the safety net operates
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Outcome of initial consultation – pilots and flexibilities
•

Further pilots of 100% BRR in April 2018, including two tier areas

•

Pools of authorities will be able to designate their own local growth zones

•

Localising mandatory business rate reliefs, currently not to be explored

•

Further consideration of how to refresh the central list and provide greater clarity
about the businesses that sit on each list

•

No intention at this time to introduce area lists

•

Power to reduce the multiplier provided to all local authorities, subject to the
principle that the authority taking the decision bears the cost of doing so

•

The application of an Infrastructure Levy will not be extended to areas beyond
Mayoral Combined Authorities
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Outcome of initial consultation – Finance and Accounting
•

There will no longer be a requirement for an annual local government
finance report approved by the House of Commons

•

The requirement to prepare a Collection Fund Account will remain under
the new system

•

The requirement for an annual balanced budget requirement will remain

•

However, work will continue to identify whether an updated calculation that
maintains the financial control elements of the current system can be
designed
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Pilot Process – some of the key issues
For 2017/18 pilots
• Managing expectations locally
• Business Rates income
complications
– SBRR Thresholds
– £300m Revaluation relief
– Local arrangements
•

2016/17 NNDR3
– Appeals 2010 list

•

Appeals 2017 list
– Provisions created in Jan 2017
– What does nationalised
appeals mean

For potential 2018/19 pilots
• Is there a case for becoming a pilot?
– Financial case
– What differentiates your area?
• Defining the scope
– Geographically
– What is to be rolled in
• Governance
– How risks and rewards are
managed
– Communication (esp. for areas
not in pools previously)
• Learning from existing pilots
• Issues emerging from the guidance
(when it is published!)
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Pilots – LG Futures’ support
•

Series of events planned for May
– May 9th - London
– May 10th - Cambridge
– May 16th - Birmingham
– May 17th - Leeds

•

Supporting a number of areas already in examining the business case for
becoming a pilot
– Awareness raising
– Financial aspect
– Grants to be rolled in
– Designing governance arrangements
– Developing proposals
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Key elements of ‘Further Consultation’
•

Rewarding Growth
– Resets
– Business Rates Pools
– Local Growth Zones

•

Managing and sharing risk
– Appeals
– Tier splits
– Safety Net
– Central List
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Resets – potential system
•

Five-year reset period be used (provisional view)

•

Proposal for a partial reset:
– Growth by individual authorities retained locally beyond a reset period; those experiencing
losses (i.e. collecting below their baseline) would not be expected to carry these forward

•

System would reassess need in line with the reset every five years:
– Transitional arrangements could be required to avoid significant changes in income (i.e. at
the point that need was updated) - for up to four years, ending prior to next update
– Use of transitional arrangements of up to four years could mean that it will take to 2023/24
to eventually arrive at the calculated level of resources, which may be considered too long

•

The approach could deliver in removing unrealistic baselines; allowing the sector to
keep all of the growth (if that is the intention), and allowing a proportion of growth to
be retained locally

•

This approach appears to need to take an amount of growth from authorities equal
to the amount that authorities are below the baseline
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Resets - for example
•

If there 100 local authorities with the following position compared to NDR
baseline at the reset:
– 40 authorities NDR Baseline £100m vs. collecting £120m
– 60 authorities NDR Baseline £200m vs. collecting £195m

•

In order to keep the NNDR Baseline at £300m nationally (ignoring inflation
that would apply to all authorities), the 40 authorities above the baseline
would be allowed to keep 75% of their growth, with the remaining 25% used
to bring the remaining 60 authorities back to the baseline

•

So, the following year’s position would be (all things being equal)
– 40 authorities NDR Baseline £105m vs. collecting £120m
– 60 authorities NDR Baseline £195m vs. collecting £195m
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Resets – in practice
•

Of course it is not as simple as that i.e.
– How do you define the variance to baseline (which annual figure)?
– Is it the average positon, or the most recent?
– Should more recent years have a higher weighting ?
– Could local decisions skew the figures (e.g. entering a pilot)?

•

The determination of the new NNDR baselines will require a single formula,
therefore winners and losers will be created from both those currently
above and below the baseline

•

Also . . . the consultation paper indicates a desire to take some of the
growth and increase baseline need (without hopefully an increase in
responsibilities). This would see all authorities have increased need, but,
given the nature of the relative need formulae, some gaining by more than
others
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Resets – in practice (continued)
•

Possible lack of certainty over what percentage “partial” would mean i.e.
under this system, it would not be known until the reset was undertaken
(thereby not providing any certainty in terms of medium term financial
planning)

•

For particular projects/areas that are funding sensitive, the issue could be
addressed through the Local Growth Zone proposals (see below)
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Business Rates Pools
•

Consultation paper states that the current approach to pooling under 50% BRR “does not work
well” and “does not achieve the potential benefits that more ambitious pooling arrangements
could bring”

•

Government is broadening the ability of the Secretary of State to designate pools of
authorities. The Bill removes the requirement for local authority consent

•

But introduces a requirement to consult with affected local authorities

•

Rewards that are to be explored for pools of authorities, include:
– Offering up additional growth incentives – including the ability for the pool to set their own
local growth zone (see below)
– The option of retaining additional growth in business rates income through a reset of the
wider system
– A different level of safety net, to provide additional support to those authorities willing to
be ambitious in their plans for growth
– Different or additional responsibilities to be funded through Business Rates Retention that
would be better exercised at a larger geographical area
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Future Pools: Local Growth Zones
•

Would allow authorities to retain growth outside the reset system for a specified
number of years

•

Parameters set by government for zones then pooling authorities to set up and define the
relevant area.
– The proportion of growth retained in the local growth areas
– The rateable value of hereditaments in the geographical areas to be designated and/or
the proportion of the total business rates income that could be covered by the local growth
areas
– The number of years for which the local growth areas would exist
– Definitions about the geographical areas
– A connection to investment from the local authority/ies in the local growth areas
– The purposes for which growth in business rates income from the local growth areas
could be used

•

But Local Growth Zones are likely to have a “small impact on the total growth in
business rates to be redistributed by at a partial reset”
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Appeals and centralisation
•

Move to centralised system: clause 2 of Local Government Finance Bill

•

The SoS can make regulations for making loss payments to a relevant authority – connected
to a reduction in the authority’s actual rating income for one or more years (“relevant years”)

•

That the intention under 100% BRR is to help local authorities manage risk and income
volatility associated with appeals by providing financial support to where losses experienced

•

Regulations will set out the technical detail about ‘loss payments’, including making provision
for calculating whether ‘loss payments’ are made, the amount, and the timing of the payment

•

Funding for these payments to come from a ‘top slice’ to the total England-wide amount of
business rates income, before baseline funding levels are set

•

It commits that under 100% BRR any excess top slice will be returned to local government

•

Ongoing engagement on calculation and operation of ‘loss payments’ - further information to
come and further proposals later in the year
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Appeals – key questions
•

Calculation – what will count? Potential for disagreement?

•

Compensation – backdated costs and current year? Future years’ income losses?

•

Funding – calculation of top slice e.g. how much is required? Top slice of what?
Basis for top slice? What if too little in the national system to pay or too much and
when is this calculated – we are still clearing appeals from 2005 list!

•

Transition to new system
–
–
–
–

•

Based on repayments only after 1st April 2019?
Nationalisation of provisions for the 2017 list at 31 March 2019?
Large appeals settled 28th March 2019, how will these be dealt with
Distribution of Collection Fund balances at 31 March 2019

Link to current system (2017 list)
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For example – possible losers
•

If all authorities have to repay back to a national pot their share of the extra rate in
the £ to compensate for future appeals (i.e. 2.1p in the £)

•

Large MBC
– Estimated repayments 17/18 of £2m
– 2.1p repayments at GRP would be £19.2m (£17.7m NRP)
– Additional set aside required of £17.2m, own authority share of £8.4m

•

District Council
– Estimated repayments 17/18 of £0
– 2.1p repayments at GRP would be £2.25m (£2.1m NRP)
– Additional set aside required of £2.25m, own authority share of £0.9m
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For example – possible gainers
•

If all authorities have to repay back to a national pot their share of the extra rate in
the £ to compensate for future appeals (i.e. 2.1p in the £)

•

London unitary
– Estimated repayments 17/18 of £12.7m
– 2.1p repayments at GRP would be £4.8m (£3.7m NRP)
– Additional set aside currently of £7.9m, own authority share of £2.4m

•

District Council
– Estimated repayments 17/18 of £5.6m
– 2.1p repayments at GRP would be £1.8m (£1.4m NRP)
– Additional set aside currently of £3.8m, own authority share of £1.5m
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Other potential methods to top slice - issues
•

If not the current 2.1p in the £ then how will a top slice be applied in particular if all
100% (or more) of business rates is localised?

•

Whatever methods, how will this compare to what is being budgeted for and also in
MTFP? How will this compare to the value of revenue at 2.1p in the £?

•

How will this compare to actual levels of appeals that will arise? Concern for those
with lower levels of revaluation is they could be compensating for those with higher
revaluations

•

Those with higher revaluations gain more from extra growth than those with lower
revaluations

•

Timing of solution – longer taken to solve, more additional uncertainty on the future
impact
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Overall repayments NNDR1 2017/18

•

So if appeals ‘nationalised’ effectively from 2017/18 then ILB gain most; OLB lose
most in comparative percentage terms against budgeted levels

•

Actual gains / losses of nationalised system will depend on actual levels of appeals;
how transition takes place; how the top slice works
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Tier splits
•

“The closer that local tax resource to baseline funding level, the better the balance
of risk and reward from growth for a local council”

•

So could be more than allocating the extra 50% and counties could move from 10%
to 80% or more and districts move from 40% to 20% or less

•

Government is seeking further views on whether two tier areas be left to set their
own splits

•

If the tier splits reduced tariff and top up amounts (i.e. NNDR Baseline more close
aligned with Baseline Need) it will:
– Reduce large windfall gains e.g. some districts at the moment 1% NNDR growth
= 9% Baseline Need growth. This will be important when there is no levy to
restrict these windfall gains
– Reduce the number of authorities requiring the safety net i.e. again, for some
districts a 1% drop in business rates puts them into safety net
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Safety net
•

Government believes demand for safety net payments should reduce under
five-year resets and appeals being nationalised

•

Government propose a top-slice to the overall quantum, using the same
approach as for loss payments (appeals)

•

To reflect the increased cash risk in moving from 50% to 100% BRR, its
level would increase - no figure proposed but a safety net of 97% trialled for
17/18 pilots

•

Actually higher (more generous) than the current level in cash terms i.e. the
equivalent amount under the current system would be 94%, compared to
the current level of 92.5%
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Lastly, central list
•

Government aim is to provide greater stability and certainty for local government in
terms of whether hereditaments should be on the local or central lists
– Government to review the contents of the central list to ensure that it (and local
lists) are consistent with this policy and make any changes between central and
local lists in time for the introduction of 100% BRR; and
– Consistently maintain the central list and ensure that it reflects the central list
policy over time

•

Prior to the introduction of 100% BRR, the government will consult ratepayers and
local government on:
– Details of central list policy
– How it will undertake a review of the central list ahead of 100% BRR in a way
which supports the set-up of the reformed system whilst continuing to support
the existing 50% BRR system; and
– How it will then maintain the practical application of the central list policy
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Reminder of consultation questions and responding
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Question 1: What are your views on the proposed approach to partial
resets?
Question 2: What are your views on how we should measure growth in
business rates income over a reset period?
Question 3: What are your views on the Government’s plans for pooling and
local growth zones under the 100% Business Rates Retention system?
Question 4: How can we best approach moving to a centrally managed
appeals risk system?
Question 5: What should our approach be to tier splits?
Question 6: What are your views on proposals for a future safety net under
the 100% Business Rates Retention system?
Question 7: What are your views on our proposals for the central list?

Responses by 3 May 2017
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Needs and distribution update (from steering group)
•

Upcoming government technical consultation on the Fair Funding Review to come shortly

•

Discussion around:
– Potential long list of key cost drivers
– Measuring relative resource capacity: could fees and charges figure and if so, how?
– General understanding of how regression analysis works
– Principles of transition from the current funding baselines to the ones resulting from the review

•

From consultation and feeding into technical consultation:
– A simpler and more transparent formula - improving link between allocations and local
circumstances
– A modern formula - nearly 10 years since current formula last looked at thoroughly, some even
longer
– A sustainable formula - incorporating best estimates of how those factors that affect the cost of
services will change over time; including redistributing to ensure different sized tax bases –
business rates and council tax – are taken into account while providing incentives for growth
and efficiency
– A system with transitional arrangements - transitional arrangements will be unwound as swiftly
as possible while ensuring that any funding changes proposed are manageable for councils
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Needs and distribution – CLG TWG discussion
papers
•

There are two recent discussion papers prepared by CLG – they are not a
statement of policy but to stimulate discussion for setting future policy:

•

NR TWG 16/31 Discussion paper regarding the approach to resources
under 100% business rate retention by the Department for Communities
and Local Government

•

NR TWG 16/32 Discussion paper regarding transitional arrangements
under 100% business rate retention
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Summary
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

Although some broad direction known, both other broad policy and key technical
details unknown
Move to centralised appeals good for long term but
– Transition likely to be very contentious and very technical
– Future revaluations favour those with higher increases (but depends on source
of funding for central appeals)
Reset could create significant uncertainty on gains to be kept
New business rates baseline potentially more critical than ever
– Determines new targets
– Could determine how much growth you make, which you could keep at partial
reset
100% BRR does not provide protection from future funding cuts
Critical understanding of needs and distribution consultation is widespread
MTFP produced 2017/18 for the subsequent period probably least certain,
potentially MTFP produced 2018/19 for the subsequent period will have more
certainties but without knowledge of future spending review
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Future updates to Resource Planning Hub – Q2 2017
• Funding Foundations
– Latest on consultations
– Updates on future forecasts

• Government Grant
– Analysis of additional social care funding streams
– Analysis of projected housing new starts/completions and potential impact for NHB
grant
– Updates as announcements arise

• Local Funding Sources
– New section on 100% BRR
– Updated analysis on forecasts of council tax growth
– Analysis on Collection Fund; Reserves; Fees and charges per RA 2017-18
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Managing Risk in your MTFP 2018/19 to 2020/21
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The main risks to available resources
• Divergence from Core Spending Power projections
– Council tax
– New Homes Bonus

•
•
•
•
•
•

Budget 2017
NNDR3 2016/17
Reset of Business Rates Baseline
Possible future funding cuts
Changing future balance of funding
Virgin Media
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Examples of divergence – MTRR to CSP
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Council tax income
• National projections
– Final Settlement assumed growth of 19% between 2016/17 and 2019/20
– Budget 2017 assumed growth of 15% over same period
– Difference equates to extra £0.9bn in council tax income in 2019/20 or a total
shortfall (Chancellor preferred presentation) of £1.6bn 2017/18 to 2019/20

• Main local risks where
–
–
–
–

Use CSP projections in MTFP
Rapid and / or high levels of LSCT decline 13/14 to 16/17
Technical changes adopted after 2013/14
High recent housing growth

• Local MTRR projections show between 3% and 5% overstatement
of council tax CSP revenue, before local modelling
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Council taxbase growth to 2017/18
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Council tax – potential mitigations
• Collection Fund surpluses have been increasing

• Estimated surplus in many instances below actual surpluses
• Collection arrears a potentially significant issue

• So actions could be:
– Review size of surplus in-year: how much does increase in taxbase match or exceed
this?
– Collection Rates: how much have they been re-assessed against levels of arrears
collected and levels of bad debts assumed?

• Taxbase vs estimated surplus provides revenue a year earlier
• Taxbase vs excess of actual over estimate is additional revenue
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New Homes Bonus
•

Change to distribution at 2017/18
– Loss of one year in 17/18 then two years in 18/19
– Introduction of deadweight at 0.4%

•

Disproportionate impact across councils
– Future years’ growth vs early years growth
– Level of growth compared to deadweight introduced
– Potential for increase of deadweight in future years
– Impact of one-off large growth e.g. garden towns and cities and number in any one year

•

Relative importance of NHB
– Compared to size of other budget reductions e.g. RSG; TTA in 19/10
– Relative to size of council tax income
– From 19/20 relative to reductions/gains from move to 100% BRR

•

If we assumed deadweight at 0.4% or increased to 0.5% then maybe …
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New Homes Bonus – possible scenarios
2017/18

2018/19

2019/20

2020/21

2021/22

Below 17/18 deadweight

4 yrs

2 yrs

1 yrs

0 yrs

0 yrs

Marginally above 17/18
deadweight

4 yrs

2 yrs

1 yrs

0 yrs

0 yrs

Moderately above 17/18
deadweight

4.5 yrs

3
(2.5) yrs

2.5
(1.5) yrs

2
(0.5) yrs

2
(0) yrs

4.75 yrs

3.5
(3.25) yrs

3.25
(2.75) yrs

3
(2.25) yrs

3
(2) yrs

Better than moderately in
excess of 17/18
deadweight*

* Depends how many significantly in excess of 17/18 deadweight value

Some authorities will have effectively lost 100% of their NHB by 2020/21, while some
could retain up to 3 years of equivalent values
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So for example NHB decline 16/17 to 20/21
•

District examples
– From £0.7m to £0 or 100% loss
– From £1.8m to £0.4m or 78% loss
– From £1.5m to £1.1m or 27% loss

•

Unitary examples
– From £6m to £1.6m or 73% loss
– From £6m to £3.4m or 43% loss
– From £2m to £1.4m or 30% loss

• The level of decline and speed of decline significantly varies and is
not linked to other resource changes locally
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Budget 2017 – main risks
•

£2bn for social care
– 2017/18 £1.2bn
– 2018/19 £0.8bn
– 2019/20 £0.4bn

•

£300m Discretionary Business Rates Support
– 2017/18 £180m
– 2018/19 £85m
– 2019/20 £35m
– 2020/21 £5m

•

Efficiency Review to deliver £3.5 billion of savings in 2019-20. Of this, it intends to
allocate £1 billion for reinvestment in its priority areas. Potential for positive/negative
impact on local government
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Discretionary Business Rates Support
•

The key points of note are as follows:
– Each authority has an allocation of this funding based on formulae taking into account the
impact of Revaluation 2017
– There is no proposed national scheme to determine which businesses receive the
support. This will need to be determined locally by billing authorities
– A proposed condition on the s.31 grant due to billing authorities will be the requirement to
consult with their major precepting authorities, and, where applicable, their combined
authority
– The amount allocated to each authority is the total relief that they can offer (and still be
refunded), and not the total amount of S31 grant they can claim i.e. the allocation includes
the cost to the local share, including any preceptors and central share

•

Relief provided above the allocated amount will not be refunded
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NNDR3
•
•

To be submitted 28 April
Key form:
– Closing balance on the NNDR Collection fund (to feed into NNDR1
18/19)
– Final s31 grant due
– Levy / safety net payments (pooling gains / losses)

•

Potentially a key form for a number of authorities i.e.
– Entering into a Pilot for 17/18
– Entering or leaving a pool in 17/18
– Revaluation 2017 – Adjustment for 18/19 onwards + one off adj. for
provisional 17/18
– Future Pilots viability
– Potential implications for the Reset
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NNDR3 (cont’d)
•

The appeals provision, at least for now, provides some (but increasingly
more limited scope) for altering the amount of business rates to go through
the levy / safety net calculation

•

With the number of appeals from 2010 reducing, the 2016/17 form is
perhaps the last real opportunity to make material changes to income

•

For 2017/18 NNDR3
– There may be very few left from the 2010 list
– Appeal for the 2017 list nationalised under 100% BRR
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NNDR3 (cont’d)
•

Due to the increasing number of different arrangements e.g. pilots, pools, levy
paying authorities, safety net authorities and authorities gaining / losing from
Revaluation, the challenge for each authority is to work out what is the key issue(s)
that is material for them

•

For an authority with exceptionally high increases in RV from revaluation, it may be
well that reducing income in 16/17 would be most beneficial

•

However, for an authority moving out of a pool in 16/17, it may want to have a
higher level of income, to benefit from its pooling arrangements for a final time

•

Obviously, there are limits to what can be achieved with the appeals provision, but
where a decision needs to be made e.g. does it stay at 5%, or go higher 6% (and
there is an good case for both), knowing which one will have a definite resources
impact is important.
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NNDR3 (cont’d)
•

Therefore authorities need to consider . . . .

•

Is anything changing between 16/17 and 17/18 in terms of memberships?
– Pooling arrangements
– Pilot arrangements

•

What will be the impact of Revaluation 2017?
– Material change to RV (above or below the national average)
– Material change to levy status (e.g. some unitaries are moving from top
up to tariff)
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Appeals at year end 2015/16 – main points
•

End of 2015/16 - £2.8bn set aside in provisions for appeals, or 12.1% of
Net Rates Payable (NRP) for the year

•

Compared to 2013/14, at the end of 2015/16, nationally, an extra 4.4% of
NRP was held in provisions for future losses on appeals

•

Wide variance in the appeals provision at the end of 2015/16, from a low
of only 0.5% to a high of 54.2% of NRP
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Levels of appeals at end 2015/16 analysed
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Comparative levels of appeals at end 2015/16
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The Reset of Business Rates Baseline
•

What do we know . . .
– To occur in 19/20 – assuming 100% BRR also does
– DCLG would appear to favour a partial reset, allowing authorities to
retain part of their existing growth
– They have not ruled out rolling resets
– DCLG would appear to want to link the reset of business rates with
baseline need re-calculations (which is not necessary)
– DCLG want a fixed period between resets (potentially 5 years)
– NNDR Baselines will change
– On average, those above baseline will receive a tougher baseline and
those below, an easier one.
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The Reset (cont’d)
•

What we do not know . . .
– How they will determine NNDR income (i.e. what about appeal
provisions)
– How many years’ data they will use
– What years’ data they will use
– What will happen to any growth not retained locally – distributed
through increased SFA (based on the consultation paper) ?
– Those authorities that will gain / lose from the approach taken i.e.
those that receive a baseline that is easier / harder than the national
average
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The Reset (cont’d)
•

In terms of planning for the Reset, a reasonable approach could be to
assume that your NNDR Baseline will be adjusted to the current level of
business rates income e.g.
19/20

19/20

NNDR Baseline

£10m

£11m

Baseline Need

£3m

£3m

Tariff

(£7m)

(£8m)

Collect

£11m

£11m

Minus Tariff

(£7m)

(£8m)

£4m

£3m

+£1m

£0m

Retain
Position vs. Baseline Need
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Complicating issues
•

Whatever your NDR Baseline is set at, there will be a variance

•

Will level of variance be material?
–
–
–
–
–

Depends on direction of travel on business rates income
Speed of growth / decline in business rates income
Current trend as at 2016/17 and 2017/18
Impact of changes on appeals
Forward strategy/plans of the authority including major renovations/developments

•

What levels of growth have you experienced up to 2019/20 and will any of
this be carried forward?

•

So although an assumed nil gain/loss at reset is almost certainly wrong,
how detailed can you make a robust forecast at this stage?

•

Level of earmarked reserves could also influence assumptions
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Post 2020 – systemic changes
•
•
•
•
•

Post 2020, there will still significant scope for funding change
Business rates income – increased local risk / reward
Transitional arrangements on Baseline Need unwinding
Data change potentially – depending on how the new method to determine
baseline need deals with data change
Potentially changing NNDR Baselines under rolling reset

•

Funding change (from central government) – remaining key, even under
100% BRR.

•

The implications of the Baseline Need change may take time to unwind
(with transitional arrangements). The speed that these are allowed to
unwind may in part be decided by the quantum of funding post 2020 i.e. it is
more difficult to unwind transition quickly if the quantum is falling.
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Leading to post 2020 funding variations
•

Local authorities gain or lose resources historically based on:
– Data change (e.g. relative population change)
– Control total change (more or less resources)
– Methodology change (formula / choice of data)
– Grant transfers (typically through less than generous assumptions!)
– More recently - Income volatility – from business rates retention

•

For 2019/20 local authorities will see:
– A change in baseline need (gain or lose) D + M
– A change in NNDR Baseline (gain or lose) D + M
– 100% BRR (with potentially increased risks and rewards) C + G
– Increased exposure to income volatility (100% BRR) I
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Potential government funding reductions
• Some stakeholders hope / believe that local government will be left alone in part be due to the belief that with 100% BRR, there will be limited scope
to make further reductions. But the system will still allow such reductions
• Remember:

– At announcement of 100% BRR surplus forecast of £10.1bn in 2019/20
– Deficit now forecast for 2019/20 of £21.4bn (variance of -£31.5bn)
• If reductions are to take place the nature of the reduction will be dependent
on the final design of the scheme
• Two scenarios to consider – funding for responsibilities in excess of 100%
BRR and funding at 100% BRR.
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Government funding reductions – scenario 1
• Scenario 1 - Funding in excess of 100% BRR
• Below are three alternative funding levels for local government within a
system where the resources received (and therefore responsibilities
required) are in excess of funding from 100% BRR

– The first shows the sector being left alone after 100% BRR is
introduced
– The second illustrates how a cash freeze could be imposed; and
– The third shows how cuts could continue via the Specific Grants and
still maintain 100% BRR
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Scenario 1 – no government intervention
• Assume existing funding streams of £26.5bn are increased to £30bn through further
responsibilities and split - £25.2bn business rates, £3.9bn Specific Grants and £0.9bn
New Homes Bonus. It is assumed that funding grows at 2%, due to business rates
inflation
Local Government Funding £bn - CPI Inflation led growth.
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3.9

0.9

0.9

0.9

31.5

25.2

25.7

26.2

2019/20

2020/21

2021/22

32.1

3.9

0.9

26.7

27.3

2022/23

2023/24

22.0

Business Rates

NHB
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Specific Grants

Scenario 1 – cash freeze
• The graph below assumes funding remains at £30.0bn (in cash terms) and therefore
assumes that the inflation increase in business rates (assumed at 2% p.a.) would be
taken from specific grants
Local Government Funding £bn – Cash Freeze
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30.0

30.0

30.0

30.0

30.0

30.0

28.0

3.9

3.4

2.4

2.9

1.8
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0.9
0.9
26.0

0.9
0.9

24.0

25.2

25.7

26.7

26.2

27.3

22.0

2019/20

2020/21

2021/22

Business Rates

2022/23

NHB
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2023/24

Scenario 1 – 1% per annum funding reduction
• If overall funding was cut by 1% per annum, funding would be reduced from £30.0bn
to £28.8bn by 2023/24 and thereafter a top up / tariff adjustment would be required
to remove funding from authorities (as is currently the case for 2019/20)
Total Local Government Funding £bn - 1% cut p.a.
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2022/23

NHB

2023/24

Potential government funding reductions
•

These slides illustrate that when total value of grants rolled in plus new
responsibilities is greater than the amount collected through business rates,
DCLG would not need to pass on the inflation increase (and could even reduce
funding post 2020)

•

However, if there were continued funding reductions, then there would be a
point when the total amount of 100% BRR is greater than the funding due. This
would then require a top up / tariff adjustment, as faced by some authorities in
2019/20

•

Whilst local government may argue that this is no longer 100% BRR, DCLG
may argue the top up / tariff adjustment is being used to fund other local
government funding streams (e.g. NHB / DSG / Police) and that 100% of the
rewards of growth are still being retained (which would be true).

•

Scenario 2 is based upon responsibilities equalling 100% BRR values. It shows
that a cash freeze this would require a top up / tariff adjustment
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Scenario 2 – cash freeze with funding = 100% BRR
28.0

Local Government Funding £bn - CPI Inflation led growth.

Assuming local government was to
retain CPI inflation, it would see an
increase of £2.1bn over the period
(inflation at 2%).
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30.0

Local Government Funding £bn - Cash Freeze.

25.0

If there was a cash freeze, the CPI
inflation increase would need to be
taken via something similar to a
tariff / top up adjustment i.e. worth
£2.1bn by 2023/24.
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Scenario 2 – funding cuts after funding = 100% BRR

Whereas a 1% reduction per annum
would result in a £3.1bn top up / tariff
adjustment by 2023/24.
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Potential government funding reductions conclusions
•

•

•
•

2019/20 will bring every possible type of funding risk to local government i.e.
data, control total change, methodology, grant transfers and income
variability.
The lack of certainty regarding funding will not disappear post 2020.
Depending on system design, there could be significant funding change
during years, through data change, transitional arrangements unwinding,
income variability and control total change.
Increased responsibilities may provide greater scope for funding reductions
without using top up / tariff adjustments
The more responsibilities created, the more 1% becomes in cash terms and
the more likely those additional responsibilities are not fully funded e.g.
Budget 2017 - the award of the £300m business rates support for large RV
increases.
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Balance of funding
• Council tax as a higher proportion of total revenue – not to max out on
increases in council tax undermines future financial sustainability but …
• Business rates as a higher proportion of total revenue – level of risk from
move to 100% BRR is higher (but gain could be greater)
• Fees and charges as a relatively high source of income – if included in
Fair Funding Review could produce radical re-assessment of a key
source of income
• Will require re-evaluation of policy on reserves and assessment of
reserves with clear cyclical driver to reflect future BRR resets
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Balance of funding
• Council tax as a higher proportion of total revenue – not to max our on
increases in council tax undermines future financial sustainability
• Pattern for accelerated importance for districts (left) vs unitary authorities
(right).
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Summary - MTFP 2018/19 to 2020/21
•

Fundamental change to resources from 2019/20

•

Understanding potential changes critical part of managing the future impact for
your MTFP i.e. modelling of options presented on BRR and Fair Funding

•

Timing of certainty of change highly fluid – so late changes to briefed / agreed
plans very possible

•

Decide – do you keep revising based on latest knowledge or at limited
milestones?

•

Settlement 2019/20 will be largest for many years as will pull all the changes for
2019/20 together

•

Cuts still very live – 2018/19 efficiency review and SR2020 impacting on
resources available through BRR
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Things to do . . ..
• Respond to technical consultation by 3 May
•
•
•
•

Respond to the £300m disc funding consultation by 7 April
Complete NNDR3 by 28 April
2016/17 Accounts (Collection Funds)
Consider if becoming a pilot is worthwhile (if not one already!)

•

Refresh Medium term plans re CSP areas (and variances to)
– Local taxbase changes (NHB, CT and BRR)
– Impact of the Reset in 19/20
– Impact of change in Relative Need (especially if gained from damping
before)
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07775 428145
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07738 000 368
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